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3 Story stories
We're always on the lookout for stories: interesting people to profile; neat spaces to feature; great new
ways with art, decor and building design. So drop us a line below with your ideas please.

3 Story advertising
"engaging"... "timely"..."phenomenal"... "the voice of Tucson's design community"... "wow!" what others are saying about us
What do you get when you take a passion for design and style, architecture and the arts, a love of Tucson,
and some of the most knowledgeable and talented contributors in town? The answer is this online
magazine, one that celebrates Tucson's culture and arts, its people, places and spaces, like no
other publication has done.
Why should you advertise with us?
There's nobody else like us. We bring you in-depth interviews and personality profiles, awardwinning arts reporting*, and design, interiors and arts stories you won't find anywhere else.
We focus on Tucson and Tucsonans, whether it's an exciting new interior or building, a product
or business based here an artist that's making waves, or a look we love.
In a short time, we've built up a devoted and interactive readership: thousands of visits a week,
and a large Facebook following.
By appearing in 3 Story you'll be seen by designers, photographers, artists, filmmakers,
architects, musicians, independent business owners, homeowners and mid-century modern
enthusiasts: in short, a well-informed, discerning, hip and happening crowd.
One of the reasons we launched 3 Story Magazine was because we feel that the community spirit
in Tucson is like nothing we have witnessed anywhere else. We hope you'll be part of that spirit
by supporting us.
We're the winner of three Arizona Press Club Awards: first place in community arts reporting,
two years in a row; and first place in community personality profile writing.
A word from some of our advertisers:
"3 Story Magazine is quickly becoming the voice of Tucson’s burgeoning design community. The
audience that 3 Story speaks to has the same aesthetic values that we seek to engage. We look
forward to the release of each issue, and their holistic and diverse inclusion of subjects keeps us
creatively informed and inspired." - Darci Hazelbaker, interior designer/architect, HA/RU
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"We are proud to be advertisers in 3 Story Magazine. 3 Story seeks out the unique, creative and
talented businesses and people in the Tucson area and exposes them to an audience that truly
shares in the celebration of these individuals. We want to align ourselves with the vision of 3
Story and we feel the 3 Story readers are the just the audience we want our name in front of. We
see BIG THINGS for 3 Story…they are just getting started and we want to be along for the ride!" Kathryn Prideaux APLD, Allied ASID, Prideaux Design
"[3 Story] is pretty phenomenal. It brings the best of Tucson to the top." - Patricia Katchur, Yikes
Toy Store.

Advertising and sponsorship rates 2015
To obtain current rates and information about advertising, sponsorship or advertorials contact Kirstin
Martin at kirstinpv@gmail.com or Gillian at gillian@3storymagazine.com
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